List of Students NOT QUALIFIED for VAAS but CAN APPLY for regular GRADE 7 ADMISSION*

Antonio, Kenchin C.
Arreza, Vincent R.
Aureada, April S.
Cruz, Alexis A.
Foronda, Araw
Gregorio, Jian Paolo G.
Inocencio, Marcus
Medallo, Arvin Joseph V.
Salvador, Aliyah B.
Valeros, Francis Angelo A.
Pilapil, Justine Luke

1. Please get the Application Form (as well as the other attached documents) and submit it to the UPIS Office of Research, Development & Publications (ORDP) for processing.
2. Pay the non-refundable processing & testing fee of **P450.00** at the UP Cashier’s Office.
3. Have the test permit validated at the UPIS Office of Research, Development & Publications (ORDP).
4. Take the qualifying exam on **March 5, 2016**.

*not qualified through VAAS but has GWA of 85 or higher*